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Fighter Level Progression 

Experience Level Hit Dice 

(d8) 

Attack bonus 

0 1 1 +1 

2,000 2 2 +1 

4,000 3 3 +2 

8,000 4 4 +3 

16,000 5 5 +4 

32,000 6 6 +5 

64,000 7 7 +6 

120,000 8 8 +6 

240,000 9 9 +7 

360,000 10 9+2  +8 

480,000 11 9+4   +8 

600,000 12 9+6  +9 

720,000 13 9+8  +10 

840,000 14 9+10  +11 

960,000 15 9+12  +12 

1,080,000 16 9+14  +13 

1,200,000 17 9+16  +14 

1,320,000 18 9+18  +15 

1,440,000 19 9+20  +16 

1,560,000 20 9+22  +16 

 

Fighter Saving Throws 

 

 

Level 

 

Breath 

Attacks 

Poison or 

Death 

 

Petrify or 

Paralyze 

 

 

Wands

Spells or Spell-like 

Devices 

0 

(hireling) 

 

17 

 

14 

 

16 

 

15 

 

18 

1-3 15 12 14 13 16 

4-6 13 10 12 11 14 

7-9 9 8 10 9 12 

10-12 7 6 8 7 10 

13-15 5 4 6 5 8 

16-18 4 4 5 4 7 

19+ 4 3 4 3 6 



 

Ability checks, Skills and Special abilities 

Ability checks will occasionally come into play and I will tell you to roll under a relevant 

ability score on 2 or more dice (something like simple tasks = 2 dice, moderate tasks = 3 dice, 

hard = 4 dice, phenomenal = 5 dice, superhuman = 6 dice).  I’ll take your class and 

preparation/description into account when assigning difficulty but I have no set list of 

difficulties. 

 

Skills rely on more specialized knowledge than ability checks. Skill checks all require rolling 

equal or lower than the skill on d6.  You will generally only need to make a skill roll when you 

don’t have the time or knowledge to automatically succeed or want to do something 

extraordinary.  For example, you don’t need to roll to climb a tree or a rope, but you need to roll 

to scale a wall without equipment. A skill of 6 fails on a roll of 12 on 2d6.  For fighters, the 

skills will all start at one, but you also get one point at creation to increase a skill which is your 

hobby/talent/special training. At every even level you gain one more point to assign to that skill.  

When it reaches 6 you may begin training another skill.  The skill list is: 

1. Climb: Climbing sheer surfaces with minimal equipment. 

2. Hear noise: Hearing muffled sounds through doors, at great distances, or made by 

stealthy or invisible creatures.   

3. Read Languages: Decipher unknown scripts, ciphers, etc. 

4. Search: Find secret doors, hidden items, etc., but not traps as this involves touching 

things. 

5. Sleight of Hand: Pick pockets, palm objects, etc. 

6. Stealth: Move without noise and hide in the slightest shadow or cover. 

7. Survival: Includes tracking, identifying natural poisons, and is added to foraging checks. 

8. Tinkering: Pick locks, disarm traps, and other mechanical operations. 

9. Traps: Find or set traps.  

Other special abilities: 

These rules (and the skills above) replace the standard Labyrinth Lord and B/X rules regarding 

racial and class abilities.  The Cleric’s ability to turn undead remains as written in the B/X rules. 

 

Back Stab: Any character with surprise or who is attacking an unaware foe gets +2 to hit.   

 

 

 

 

 

 



Weapons, Armor, and Combat 

See the back cover of this booklet for the weapons and armor lists. 

Class-based damage 

As a fighter, you do d8 with most weapons, although light or throwable weapons (torches, 

javelins, and daggers) do d4.  Two-handed weapons roll two 2d8 and use the higher die.  

Missile weapons will use fixed damages listed on the weapons table.  Fighters may use any 

weapon 

 

1. Shields shall be splintered!  Any time you take damage, you can opt instead to say your 

shield absorbed the force of the blow. The shield is shattered and must be discarded, but you 

don't take any damage from that hit.
1
  Magical shields will resist splintering: for each +1, they 

can take an extra hit before being destroyed.  Every day, the magical strength of the shield 

recovers on its own.   

2. Weapons 

Two-handed Weapons: Wielding any melee weapon with two hands gives an attacker +1 to 

hit.  

Polearms: Polearms (including long spears and pikes) may attack from the rear rank.  

Two Weapons: Characters fighting with two weapons add +1 to hit.  If encumbrance is at 

medium of lower, they also add one point to AC, but only in melee (not against missiles).  But 

they only make one attack (player chooses which weapon to use for hit and damage rolls). 

3. Combat Maneuvers 
The attacker declares that he wants to attempt a combat maneuver, such as disarming an 

opponent, forcing him back, knocking him down, etc. 

He makes an ordinary, unmodified to-hit roll.  A miss means it failed. 

If the to-hit is a success, but not a critical, the defender can avoid the effect by making a 

successful to-hit roll against the attacker. (No damage is scored in any case). 

Here are some sample maneuvers: Disarm ; Knock Down ; Force back a pace ; Grab and 

pull forward ; Bind weapon/grab weapon arm ; Pin arms ; Prevent attack on comrade ; Switch 

places ; Slip past opponent ; Trip ; Unhorse. 

4. Zero Hit Points: At zero hit points, a PC (& certain NPCs, at DM’s discretion) is not 

necessarily dead.  They are hovering on the edge of consciousness, and fall to the ground. They 

can talk, crawl, or be carried, but any other movement (including making an attack or casting a 

spell) inflicts further damage (see below). 

5. Death & Dismemberment : When a PC is reduced to zero hit points and takes further 

damage, they must roll on the Death & Dismemberment table. 

6. Save or Die! Save or die effects such as poisons reduce a character to zero hit points.   

 

 

                                                 
1
 http://trollsmyth.blogspot.com/2008/05/shields-shall-be-splintered.html 



Initiative 

Each side rolls a d6 to determine who goes first (high die wins).  If you are the only 

character acting, you can add your Dex bonus to the roll. If ALL characters on a side have an 

initiative  bonus, you may add the lowest bonus to the roll. 

 

Combat options 

On your turn, you can do one of the following: 

1. Make a full move (walking or running). 

2. Make a ½ move (walking rate) and attack. 

3. Charge: a full move attack at +2, but -2 AC.  If you charge, the defender gets to attack 

first if he has a longer weapon, and will do double damage with a polearm of any kind. 

4. Make a ½ move (walking rate) and throw a weapon. 

5. Fire a missile weapon (or cast a spell, read a scroll, use a potion or other magic item). 

6. Hold your action.  If you want to wait for an opponent to come into range or line of sight, 

you may state you are holding you action and will act once the condition you are waiting 

for happens.  If it does not happen in this round, your action is wasted. 

7. Make a fighting retreat: move up to ½ your normal move away from an enemy. 

8. Make a full retreat: move more than ½ your normal move away fro man enemy.  The 

opponent gets a “free hack” – an attack at +2, and your shield doesn’t count. 

9. Drawing a weapon takes no time, but readying a shield counts as an attack. 

 



The Guilds 

The cost to join a Guild varies from 0 to 450 GP, depending on circumstances and 

reaction rolls. The Adventurers’ Guild can train characters to any level.  All other Guilds can 

train only to 4
th
 level.  However, there are other benefits to joining one of the fighters’ guilds. 

 

 
 

Adventurers’ Guild (Open to all): Members pay 5% of the value of all coins, jewelry, gems 

and other valuables retrieved from dungeons, monster lairs, and other adventure sites, and 5% 

of the bounty or reward for any Guild approved quest.  Members must not accept quests not 

approved by the Guild.   Members must yield right of way to more senior parties, and may not 

attack other Guild members except in self-defense or in an official duel or tournament.   

 

Templars (Lawful Fighters only): The Templars tithe 10% of all monetary treasures gained.  

In addition to training, the Templars can provide healing and cure diseases, free for members 

and for a fee to others.  They require their members to swear to always help innocents in need, 

avenge injustice, keep their word, and punish evildoers.  4
th
 level Templars may become 

Paladins.  

 

Fire Guard (Neutral Fighters only): 5% tithe. Members may stay for free in the Jomsburg, 

which is a veritable fortress within the city.  They swear to defend their Guild brothers, avenge 

their deaths, never speak ill of his fellows or quarrel with them, never show fear or to flee in the 

face of an enemy of equal or inferior strength (though orderly retreat in the face of vastly 

superior forces is acceptable).  
 

Marauders (Chaotic Fighters only): 10% tithe. The Marauders provide training and free axes, 

arrows, and shields to members. Members must swear to respect the rules of dueling (no 

interfering once a duel begins, and no magical aids may be used) and never turn down a 

challenge to combat. Fourth level Marauders may become Berserkers.   

 



 

Level Titles and Subclasses 

Level Adventurer’s 

guild only 

Templars 

(Lawful) 

Fireguard 

(Neutral) 

Marauders 

(Chaotic) 

1 Veteran Templar Fireguard Reaver 

4 Champion Paladin* Hellbrand 

Fireguard* 

Berserker* 

8 Hero Defender Captain of 

the Guard 

Destroyer 

10 Lord Paladin Lord General of 

the Guard 

Warlord 

At fourth level and above, aligned fighters’ guild members may become the subclass associated 

with their guild: Paladins, Hellbrand Fireguards, or Berserkers. 

 

Paladins gain the following benefits:  

• Protection from evil as the spell 

• Protection from evil, 10’ radius, once per day. 

• +1 to all saving throws. 

• The ability to turn undead as if they were a cleric two levels lower than their current 

level. 

• The ability to use magic items normally usable only by clerics. However Paladins may 

own no more than: two magical weapons, one suit of magical armor, one magical shield, 

one magical helmet, and two miscellaneous items. 

• The ability to “lay on hands,” healing 2 HP/level, or curing a disease, or removing fear or 

paralysis, once per day. 

Paladins lose these abilities if they intentionally commit a chaotic act.  Atonement may be 

possible depending on the severity of the infraction. 

 



Berserkers gain the following benefits: 

• They may enter a berserk state intentionally, one time per day per level.  This requires 

one round of bark, shield-biting, etc. to enter the berserkergang.   

• They are also required to go berserk after losing ½ or more of their HP in combat. 

• While berserk, a berserker is protected from fire and weapons, and strikes with unnatural 

power.  While berserker they gain a +2 armor class, take only half damage from fire-

based attacks (and may save for none against effects that normally allow saves for ½ 

damage), and add their level to damage rolls. 

• While berserk, a berserker gains a +2 save against mind-affecting spells.  However once 

all foes are eliminated (fleeing faster than the berserk can move, dead, or unconscious), 

the berserk must roll under his Wisdom on four dice to recover his senses.  Otherwise he 

will attack friends and allies.  He may make this roll every round until he succeeds or all 

allies and friends are eliminated. 

• Berserkers may not wear armor of any kind, but may use shields and helmets. 

 
 



 

Hellbrand Fireguard gain the following benefits: 

• As law enforcement officials, they may make arrests and carry out searches anywhere 

within the city of Skara Brae.  Only the Adventurer’s Guild and Scriptorium are off 

limits.  For political reasons they do not exercise this power in the Citadel of Law, the 

Citadel of Chaos, the Tower of Xutia, or the Dwarven ghetto. 

• Immune to all magical fear, suggestion, sleep, and charm. 

• Subdual expertise: as guardsmen they are trained to take prisoners rather than kill.  Any 

opponent reduced to zero HP can be automatically knocked out for 2 turns rather than 

dying (monsters & minor NPCs) or rolling on the Death & Dismemberment table (PCs 

and major NPCs).     

 



 



 

Weapon Damage ENC 

(cn) 

Range 

(+1/0/-1) 
Burning Oil / Holy Water 1d8 10 10/30/50 

Thrown Rock 1d3 10 20/40/60 

Cross Bow ( 30 quarrels) 1d8 50 60/120/180 

Sling (20 stones) 1d4 20 40/80/160 

Short Bow (20 arrows) 1d6 30 50/100/150 

Long Bow (20 arrows) 1d8 30 70/140/210 

Dagger 1d4 10 10/20/30 

Javelin 1d4 50 20/40/60 

Torch 1d4 20 - 

Hand weapon HD 50 10/20/30 

Great weapon  HD(2) 100 - 

Pole Arm (one handed) 

(two-handed) 

HD 

HD(2) 

150 - 

• Crossbows (and slings used with a shield) require one round to ready before shooting. 

• Bows halve all ranges indoors. 

• “HD” means damage is equal to the character’s hit die. HD(2) means roll two dice and take the higher 

one. 

• Dwarves and Halflings cannot use pole arms and long bows.  Clerics may use only blunt weapons (no 

bows, crossbows, spears, polearms, etc.). 

Armor AC GP Enc 

Shield +1 10 100 

Leather +1 5 150 

Helmet +1 20 50 

Mail +3 70 350 

Plate Mail +5 450 450 

Full Plate +7 1980 650 
Shields do not add AC for characters in Full Plate but may still be used to negate a blow and splinter. 

AC Armor ENC GP 

11 None 0 0 

12 Leather or Shield or Helm 150/100/50 5/10/20 

13 Leather & Shield, Leather & Helm,   

or Helm & shield 

250/200/150 15/25/30 

14 Leather & Helm & Shield, or Mail 300/350 35/70 

15 Mail & Shield, or Mail & Helm 450/400 80/90 

16 Mail & Shield & Helm or Plate Mail 500 /450 100/450 

17 Plate Mail & Shield or Plate Mail & Helm 550/500 460/470 

18 Plate & Helm & Shield or Full Plate 600/650 480/1980 

19 Full Plate & Helm  or Full Plate & Helm & 

Shield 

700/800 2000/2010 

 


